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Abstract. In traditional FPN model,the matrix operations are too excessive and it does not meet the 

requirements of real-time in fault diagnosis system.The paper has improved the FPN model and 

proposed a CFPN（Controlled Fuzzy Petri Net） modeling method.This method has added controlled 

place in FPN and improved the design method of control arc of the control place.The method is based 

on the principle of p- and it enables to simplify the logic of FPN fault diagnosis.That can reduce the 

matrix computation in FPN fault diagnosis reasoning to improve the efficiency of fault diagnosis.This 

paper has applied the method in the distillation column fault diagnosis system and verified the 

applicability and effectiveness of fault diagnosis method based on CFPN model. 

1 Introduction 

FPN is a pretty good modeling tool based on fuzzy production rules knowledge base system 

because it has fuzzy reasoning ability and it is widely used in the areas of artificial intelligence, fault 

diagnosis, knowledge representation and so on.About the research of FPN, many scholars have been 

improved the performance.Such as:combined FPN and BP net
[1]

,apply the DE algorithm in 

FPN
[2]

,improved dynamic adaptive FPN
[3]

 and so on.These improved methods has improved the 

real-time performance of FPN,but for complex systems, the efficiency is too low.CFPN proposed in 

this paper has added control arc in FPN and it greatly simplifies the matrix operations of complex 

system FPN and improves the efficiency of FPN. 

So far, the design method for control arc is in continuous improvement.Identification and Parikh 

mixed constraint proposed by Iordache is not take into account the problem of uncontrollable 

transitions in Petri net
[4]

.In reference [5],it uses state equation of Petri net to convert the mixed 

constraint of identification vector and transition vector to the inequality constraints of transition 

vector.This method is simple, but will lead to deadlock.Based on the existing problems of control arc 

design,this paper has improved the design method of control arc.And has proposed the efficient 

control arc design method that in the case of there are uncontrollable transitions in system and has 

transition identification and transition firing mixed constraint.This paper has combined the method 

with FPN and proposed a fault diagnosis method based on CFPN model.And it has simplified the 
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FPN fault diagnosis model and enhanced the real-time performance of FPN.Finally,the paper has 

applied CFPN to the distillation column fault diagnosis system to verify the applicability and 

effectiveness of CFPN. 

2 The Implementation of CFPN 

2.1 Linear Inequality Constraints 

In FPN control system,linear inequality constraints usually refers to a simple identity constraint 

and it has the following form: 

bL                            （1） 

Among them, ,,,
11 

 cc nnnn
ZbZZL  L  is coefficient matrix,  is correlation matrix,b is a 

positive integer. n  is the number of places in FPN, cn  is the number of inequality 

constraints.Identification vector inequality constraints have a very strong modeling 

capabilities,formula (1) usually used to constrain the prohibition of state. 

More general linear inequality constraints are as follows: 

bqLC rrrr                       （2） 

Among them, rq  is excitation index of the i-th transition. 1rq  means the r-th transition is 

excited. r

nn

r nZ rc ,


  is the number of constraint transitions. cn  is the number of constraints, rL  is 

coefficient matrix, r  is correlation matrix.Inequality constraints of the form of formula (2) is called 

place capacity and transitions excited mixed constraint.As can be seen that formula (2) is able to 

describe the number of implementation of constraint transitions.Thus,compared with the formula 

(1),formula (2) has stronger description ability. 

2.2 Constraint Conversion Method 

If a transition implementation can not be disabled by an external behavior,then the transition is 

called uncontrollable transition.The implementation or not of an uncontrollable transition can only be 

determined by the structure and status of CFPN and regardless of the external environment.When 

given a set of constraints and there are uncontrollable transitions in FPN system,calculate control arc 

directly  will lead to the occurrence of not allowed constraints
[6]

.Before design the control arc 

directly,the not allowed constraints need to be converted to allowed constraints.  

The steps of mixed constraint conversion algorithm of formula (2) are as follows: 

Step 1  The formula (2) is equivalent transformation into: 

kL rr                              （3） 

kbqrr                            （4） 

Among them, ],0[ bk . 
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Step 2  Formula (3) is processed as follows:determine whether to allow constraints.That means 

whether it meets 0ucLD .Among them, ucD  is the sub-matrix associated with uncontrollable 

transitions association matrix
[7]

.If it is,it does not need to be processed,otherwise, go to step 3. 

Step 3  If 0ucLD ,it is not the allowed constraint,formula (3) needs to be converted to allowed 

constraint: 

kL r '                           （5） 

Theorem:Make )( hkncZR


 ,for any r , meet 0rR ,among them, r  is the constraint 

transition identification;If bL rr '
,then bL rr  .Among them, rr LRL ' [8]

. 

Step 4  Adding formula (4) and (5),get a new allowed constraint: 

bqLC rrrr  ''                    （6） 

Among them,
'

rL  is determined by the methods in references
[9]

.According to the new constraints 

of formula (6),the legal controlled arc can be get and it meets the uncontrollable guidelines. 

2.3 Control Arc Design 

This paper uses p- invariant method to design the control arc
[10]

 and considers including the exist 

of place capacity and transition firing mixed constraints and uncontrollable transitions.For ease of 

discussion,assume that: 

(1)FPN model has no loopback; 

(2)Constraint transitions are all considerable and controllable. 

The mixed constraint is expressed as C: 
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                    （7） 

Among them,places and transitions are called constraint places and constraint transitions. 

Control arc design steps are as follows: 

Step 1  Determine the constraint place pC  and constraint transition tC . 

Step 2  According to the constraints,write local incidence matrix of constraint place: 
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ddd
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                 （8） 

In formula (8), kppp ,,, 21   is constraint places, jttt ,,, 21   is transitions and constraint 

transitions associated with the constraint places. 

It can be seen from formula (8),the numbers of dimensions and columns of local incidence 

matrix are all less than or equal to the FPN correlation matrix.And it will not increase when the size of 

the system becomes large.It allows the design complexity of control arc greatly reduced.At the same 

time,for complex systems,it will be largely simplified.  

Step 3  According to constraints,write the coefficient matrix of constraint places: 
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Step 4  Determine the permissibility of constraints.That means whether it meets 0ucLD ,if 

satisfied,it is allowed constraint.Then make rr LL '
 and go to step 6,or go to step 5. 

Step 5   Convert not allowed constraint to allowed constraint and get the new allowed constraint: 

bqL rrrr '

 
Step 6  According to the local incidence matrix D  and coefficient matrix 

'

rL  of constraint 

place,combined with FPN simplifying technology,the local incidence matrix of control places can be 

showed as DLD rc

' . 
Step 7  Add coefficient transition row rt  for the local incidence matrix of control places cD .Fill 

1 in the positions of corresponding constraint transitions in rt  row and fill 0 in other positions.That is: 
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Consider the distribution of cD  elements,construct the corresponding arc according to the 

following rules
[11]

: 

(1)The number of constraints is equal to the number of constraint places; 

(2)If the corresponding matrix element of the last line element 1 is 0,then construct a two-way 

arc between cp  and transition.Make t  are both an input transition and an output transition of cp .This 

makes cp  become common input place of all the constraint transitions and satisfies the constraint 

inequality. 

(3)If an element that the in the last line element 1 corresponding matrix is less than 0,then there is 

no arc between t  and cp . 

(4)If the the last line element 1 and 0 corresponding element in matrix is more than 0 and two 

transitions related has common input place,construct a two-way arc between control places and this 

transition.Otherwise, this method can not be used to design control arc because control arc may 

introduce deadlocks. 

(5)When a transition excitation leads to the increase of identification in constraints,then make 

this transition become an output of control place,or an input.The corresponding arc weight is equal to 

the number of identity that increase or decrease. 

Step 8  Calculate the initial identification of control place: 

0

'

0 rrc Lb    

Among them, 0r  is the matrix consists of the number of initial tokens of constraint place.Based 

on the above principles,add the designed control arc to FPN model,then that is the CFPN model. 

3 CFPN Modeling Method in Distillation Column Fault Diagnosis  

Distillation column has complex system structure and has more uncertainties,so it has the larger 

probability of failure.Traditional fault diagnosis methods can not meet the requirements.The CFPN 

model proposed by this paper is suitable for the system that has complex structure and large matrix 

operations.Therefore,it can be used to the fault diagnosis of distillation column.For the distillation 
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column body fault,this paper has established its CFPN model and then do fault reasoning.It can do 

fault diagnosis quickly and accurately. 

3.1 Fault FPN Model 

We classify the common fault of distillation tower body and sum up the common fault of 

distillation tower body with the corresponding failure symptoms.Specifically as shown in Table Ⅰ: 

 

Table Ⅰ  Common faults of distillation tower body and fault symptom correspondence table 

Fault Fault number Fault symptoms 

 

Trays damage 
 

15p  

1.Small liquid flow; 

2.Small gas flow; 

3.Tray temperature drops; 

4.Tray pressure drops. 

 

Leak 

 

16p  

1.Tray pressure drops; 

2.Low concentrations of the liquid 

phase; 

3.Gas flow is reduced. 

 

 

 

Flooding 

 

 

17p  

1.Gas flow is reduced; 

2.There are large cyclical 

fluctuations in the level of liquid; 

3.After heat exchanger the 

temperature of the plate down 

automatically. 

 

Entrainment 18p  1.After heat exchanger the 

temperature of the plate down 

automatically； 

2.In overhead fraction,the 

reorganization content increases. 

The FPN uncertain knowledge representation rules of common faults of distillation tower body 

are described below: 

Rule 1  if 
1p  and 

2p  and 
3p  and 

4p  then 
10p (

1 、
1 、

1 、
2 、

3 、
4 ); 

Rule 2  if 
4p  and 

5p  and 
6p  then 

11p (
2 、

2 、
5 、

6 、
7 ); 

Rule 3  if 
6p  and 

7p  then 
12p (

3 、
3 、

8 、
9 ); 

Rule 4  if 
8p  then 

13p (
4 、

4 ); 

Rule 5  if 
8p  and 

9p  then 
14p (

5 、
5 、

10 、
11 ); 

Rule 6  if 
10p  then 

15p (
6 、

6 ); 

Rule 7  if 11p  then 16p ( 7 、 7 ); 

Rule 8  if 12p  and 13p  then 17p ( 8 、 8 、 12 、 13 ); 

Rule 9  if 14p  then 18p ( 9 、 9 ). 

Among them,
j 、

i 、
k (j、i、k∈N) represent the weights, certainty and threshold.Each place 

is defined as shown in the following table: 
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Table Ⅱ  Place definition table 

Place Meaning Place Meaning Place Meaning 

 

 

1P  

 

 

Small liquid 

flow 

 

 

7P  

There are 

large 

cyclical 

fluctuations 

in the level 

of liquid  

 

 

13P  

 

 

Each tray 

pressure 

drops 

 

2P  

 

Small gas flow 

 

8P  

After heat 

exchanger the 

temperature 

of the plate 

down 

automatically 

 

14P  

Gas samples 

produced from 

overhead with 

a clear liquid 

phenomenon 

 

3P  

Tray 

temperature 

decreases 

 

9P  

In overhead 

fraction,the 

reorganization 

content 

increases 

 

15p  

 

 

Trays damage 

4P  Tray pressure 

drop 
10P  Low tray 

efficiency 
16p  Leak 

 

5P  

Low 

concentration

s of the 

liquid phase 

 

11P  

Each segment 

resistance 

decrease 

along tower 

 

17p  

 

 

Flooding 

6P  Gas flow is 

reduced 
12P  High, medium 

pressure drop 

in tower 

18p   

Entrainment 

Based on the FPN uncertain knowledge representation rules of common faults of distillation 

tower body,to establish its FPN uncertain knowledge representation model.As shown in Fig. 1: 

 

Figure 1: Uncertainty knowledge representation FPN model of distillation tower 

3.2 The Control Arc Design of Fault CFPN Model 

According to the control arc design method in this paper,suppose the mixing places and 

transitions constraints need to achieve is as follows
[12]

: 

                                         
45498  qq                                                         （10） 

Among them, 3t  is the uncontrollable transition. 

Control arc design process is as follows: 

Firstly,construct D  and rL . 
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It is noteworthy that except 543 ,, ttt ,all transitions are both unrelated with constraint places and 

constraint transitions and unrelated with uncontrollable transitions.So the D  does not include other 

transitions and it reduces the complexity of matrix operations.When the system has large-scale and 

higher incidence matrix dimension, the advantages of this method of calculation is more obvious. 

Because 3t  is the uncontrollable transition,
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. 
Determine the constraints permissibility.Calculate 0ucrDL ,meet the allowed constraints,so 

there is no need to do constrain conversion and rr LL '
.Then obtained a local incidence matrix for the 

control place: 

 210'  DLD rC  

Then according to step 7: 
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Finally, calculate the initial identification of control place： 
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2

1

2

110040

'
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 rrLb 

 

According to the control arc construction rules,the fault CFPN model is as Fig. 2: 

 
   

Figure 2:Distillation column fault CFPN model 

In figure 2,the dotted line is the arc between control arc and related transitions.It can be seen the 

participation of control arc greatly simplifies FPN model.For the distillation tower body faults,use 

MATLAB to simulate.Simulate 10 times for the matrix operations speed and the accuracy of fault 

diagnosis of different fault based on FPN model and CFPN model.The comparison of averages are 

shown in Table Ⅲ: 
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Table Ⅲ Matrix computation time and accuracy of two fault diagnosis model 
Fault Time（average value）/ms Accuracy（average value） 

FPN CFPN FPN CFPN 

Trays damage 5.22 1.70 0.78 0.95 

Leak 6.17 3.58 0.81 0.92 

Flooding 4.92 1.82 0.72 0.94 

Entrainment 3.84 1.61 0.89 0.96 

As can be seen from table Ⅲ,CFPN fault diagnosis efficiency is superior to FPN and the 

real-time performance of CFPN is improved. 
 

4 Conclusions 

This paper has improved the FPN fault diagnosis method.The paper has simplified the FPN 

model and has improved the real-time performance of FPN by add control arc.In the process of 

designing control arc,using p- invariant approach and the local incidence matrix algorithms to reduce 

the incidence matrix dimension to reduce the calculation of FPN.Finally,For the numbers of complex 

faults in distillation tower body,apply CFPN to the distillation tower body fault diagnosis and verify 

the applicability and effectiveness of CFPN. 
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